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Lafayette Elementary School

ZONES OF REGULATION

The Zones of Regulation are a systematic CBT-

based self-regulation system. The 4 colored

zones provide a framework for children  to

identify feelings of disregulation. The goal is to

support students in controlling impulses,

meeting sensory needs, and strengthening

executive functioning.

THINK GOOD, FEEL GOOD AND
THE COGNITIVE TRIANGLE 

Think Good, Feel Good is a cognitive behavioral

therapy workbook for children that tackles

thinking traps, feeling identification, and

controlling behaviors. The Cognitive Triangle is a

visual reminder that thoughts, feelings, and

actions have an interdependent effect on each

other.

"STRIKE A POSE" NONVERBAL
COMMUNICATION INITIATIVE 

To help students better navigate the new challenges of

in-person learning, the "Strike a Pose" initiative was

created to model nonverbal communication strategies

(because a lot is missed behind a face mask). Teachers

and staff are using visuals that help identifying facial

expressions, intonation of voice, and body language.

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL
LEARNING TOOLBOX

The SEL toolbox is a physical reminder of all the coping

strategies students have learned. Your child's toolbox

can include anything (a journal, favorite snack or water

bottle, a stuffed animal, or notes with words of

affirmation and reminders to breathe)! Making an SEL

toolbox is an interactive, low-cost, and creative way

for kids to practice mindfulness and self-management. 

EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING
LESSONS

The 3rd grade team has been working with all students on

organizational skills.  The topics that they are reviewing in

their morning meetings are: Impulse Control and Your

Control Center,  Responsibility and Commitment, Self-

Monitoring Organizing, and  Prioritizing and Planning.

Below are skill builders, resources, and links available to LES
students and families. Feel free to use this information at home

or contact the mental health team with any questions!



HOUSING AND SECURITY RESOURCES

If you or someone you know is currently experiencing housing

instability, please contact the counseling team at Lafayette.

We may be able to offer some help, including transportation,

resources for acquiring food and basic needs, as well as

assistance in locating housing. Please email

jillian.diesner@k12.dc.gov or rashida.mosby@k12.dc.gov

for more information.

KID CONNECT SOCIAL GROUPS

Every weekday, all of your favorite teachers host online

social clubs called Kid Connect! There are Kid Connect

meetings during lunch and at flex time on all kinds of

topics like: cooking, Legos, yoga, Pokemon, cards, Harry

Potter, comics, art club, fairies and stuffies, puppy

pals, sports, coding, music....and SO MUCH MORE!

"SHE REIGNS" AND "EBOC"
FOR STUDENTS OF COLOR

LES hosts weekly social groups that empower and

uplift students of color. "She Reigns" is the group

for girls of color that meets Fridays at 2:30pm. You

may email rashida.mosby@k12.dc.gov for more

information on "She Reigns". Empowering Boys of

Color (EBOC) is the social group for boys of color.

You may email antoine.trowers@k12.dc.gov for

more information on EMOC.

Skill Builders, Resources, and Links (continued)
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